Former Government professor criticizes Colby. See story page 3,

Administration challenged on holiday policy
BY ANDREA KRASKER
Editor
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Controversy erupted this week
over the scheduling of exams and
assignments on the Jewish holiday
of Yom Kippur.
Yom Kippur, the Jewish Day of
Atonement, is one of the most important holidays in the Jewish
calender. It is commemorated by a
sundown-to-sundown fast, religious services and by refraining
from work.
The issue of Yom Kippur scheduling was first brought up by Bill
Charron '93 at the Friday, Oct. 2
Presidents' Council meeting.
Charron decided to bring up the

issue at Presidents'Councilbecause
Rosh Hashana had been on the
Monday of that week. "I did not go
to temple," said Charron. "1 had
two glasses and I thought that 1
would fall too far behind."
Holiday scheduling has been an
issue in the past, particularly last
year when thefirstdayof classes fell
on Rosh Hashana, the Jewish New
Year. Traditionally, a memo is sent
to the faculty from Bob McArthur,
dean of faculty, asking that no exams or assignments be scheduled
on religious holidays, but the decision is up to the individual faculty
member. Two exams, introduction
to psychology and religion, were
scheduled for Yom Kippur, how-

ever.
The psychology exam had already been scheduled when
McArthur's memo was distributed,
said Diane Winn, professor of psychology.
The Psychology Department has
revised its policy so that students
mayrescheduletheir exams toavoid
religious conflicts . Three students
rescheduled their psychologyexam,
according to Winn.
Presidents' Council unanimously passed a recommendation
that classes be cancelled for Yom
Kippur, Wednesday, Oct. 7. A boycott of classes on Yom Kippur was
brought up as an extreme measure.
Theproposal was sent to theadmin-

Coming out of the closet at Colby

Friday night
there will be a
showing
of
"Maurice" and
"Since Stonewall" in the
M a r s o n
Multicultural
Room, and Saturday ni ght the
Brid ge will be
sponsoring a
"Red Hot and
Dance" party in
the
SOBHU
room, according
to Brown.
Coming Out
Week will concludeonSunday
with a candleli ght vigil, which
will meet outsideofRobertsat
9:30 p.m., said
photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi Brown. President Cotter and
The flag for National Coming Out Week
other faculty
members will be
there and all are
asked to attend and show their supBY KATHRYN COSGR OVE
port.
Staff
Writer
.
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"We extended National Coming
Out
Day to a week this fall because
Sunday, Oct. 11, will mark the
fifth anniversary of National Com- there seemed to be so much support
ing Out Day. At Colby, however, it during Gay Pride Weeklastspring,"
will be the final day in a wceklong said Bill Kaufman '93, an officer of
seriesof events celebratingstudents, the Bridge. "We wanted to begin
faculty, friends and relatives who that support early in the fall so it can
have come out of the closet. It is a carry through the whole year."
"Comingout week is to increase
week for the Colby community to
show support for the millions of consciousness,and anytime you inlesbians, gays and bisoxuals across creaseconsciousness and awareness
you go through an educational prothe country.
Toni ght at 8 p.m. in tho Robins cess, and you will experience an
room in Roberts Union there will be increase in acceptance," said Al
a gay /lesbian /bisexual Colby stu- LaPan,communications supervisor
dent panel discussion where stu- and member of the Maine Lesbian
dents will discuss their own experi- and Gay Political Alliance.
"It's important for people to
ences coming out and what it is like
to bo homosexual in the Colby com- know how many people arc gay
munity, according to Ned Brown and lesbian ," said Cheshire
'93, an officer of the Bridge.
Calhoun, professor of philosophy

and faculty advisor to the Bridge.
"Heterosexuals need to realize that
10% of the population is gay or lesbian. That 10% includes peopleclose
to them, not just anonymous members of some other society that they
have no contact with. It's also important for other gays, lesbians and
bisexuals,particularly teenagers, so
they know that they aren't alone."
'The larger the numbers the safer
the group," said LaPan. "One-third
of all teen suicides are because of
homosexuality. These teens need
role models to show them that you
can come out and survive."
"Vvebeen out since I was twentyone and I've been coupled to the
same person for the past twentyfive years," said LaPan. "I've survived and I'm very happyl People
need to see that. Before I came out,
and that includes coming out to
myself which was the hardest part,
I went through a very difficult period. "
It was not until he came out that
he began to feel good about himself
again, said LaPan.
"Unfortunately, many people
see coming out as the end of their
life as they know it,and they would
rather die then face the fears that
they have," said Brown. "Once
people do comeout they realize that
their fears were unjustified."
"Wc want students to feel, safe
coming out or exploring the possibility of coming out at Colby," said
Kaufman.
"The people who are feeling
threatened are the people who are
afraidof questioningthcirown sexuality,"said LaPan. "The moreconfident people are with their own sexuality the more apt they arc to accept
gays and lesbians."
"Someone who's comfortable
with their own sexuality has no
problem wilh other people's sexuality,"said Kaufman. "It'sthe people
See COMING OUT on page 12

istrafion, who then
set up a meeting
with Charron and
Bill Higgins'93,Student Association
[Stu-A] president.
Charron and
Higgins were told
that there was "not
enough time to have
anything beneficial
come out of it," said
Higgins.
"Only the faculty could cancel
classes." said President Bill Cotter.
"Procedurally it
wasli'cerally impossible to have the faculty meet."
"In memory we
have never cancelled classes,"said
McArthur. "T here
are no faculty rules Bill Charron
about what it would
take to cancel classes. No teacher is
bound to follow a majority vote on
the issue of cancelling classes."
Policy issues are dealt with by
the faculty at their monthly meetings. There was no meeting scheduled in time to deal with this issue.
"I'm quite sure there would be
no willingness within the faculty to
deal with this on an emergency ba-

photoby An Druker
'93 speaking at the forum
sis," said McArthur.
The issue became the focus of
this year 's first all-campus forum
on Monday, Oct. 5. Hillel, Colby's
Jewish organization , was not involved in the discussion of the issue.
"I think the authors of this reform show real sensitivity towards
See HOLIDAYon page 5

Social chair reinst at ed
aft er short resignat ion
BY ANDREA KRASKER
Editor

,

Center, which were not well attended in the past."
"[Stu-A] decided that basically
he just needed some help," said
Tullio Nieman, director of Student
Activities. "I think he agreed that he
was getting inundated with work
and needed some help."
"While at first there was a disagreement, he came around and realized it would be the best thing for
everyone," said Higgins.
"Because we have so much going on," said Higgins, "because the
social life is totally improved over
last year,he doesn't have time to do
the basics—party forms, refreshments,bandsand contracts for DJ.s.
There's so much stuff that you have
to get for a party, he had a little
trouble getting that done."
Higgins listed problems with
purchase orders that came in late,
missing contracts and difficulty in
finding people who were willing to
work at parties.
Parker has been able to implement a few new ideas, however.
There is a new student volunteer
group—the Student Organization

Student Association [Stu-A ] Social Chair Scott Parker '93 briefly
resigned from his position last week
during discussions with Stu-A over
the necessity of an assistant for
Parker. Parker has withdrawn his
resignation and will be receiving
assistance from Andy Milgram '96
in planning campus social events.
"He resigned, but I think when
he did he was just really upset that
we were going to bring in someone
to work with him,"said Stu-A President Bill Higgins '93. "I think he
thought that we were going to replace him. This is just someone to
take some of the pressure off."
Stu-A does not normally plan as
many social events at the beginning
of the semester as it has this year,
according to Higgins and Parker.
The effort this year to sponsor more
events contributed to an overload
of work for Parker.
"We wanted to comcinand have
a strong year," said Parker. "Wc
wanted to capture back tho students'
interest in events at the Student See PARKERon page 12

Chopper descends on
Library lawn
The helicopter that landed on the lawn of the library on
Saturday, Oct. 3 belongs to the family of a prospective student, according to Carleen Nelson, administrative secretary
for admissions. TheConnecticut prospective flew in for a
campus tour and to pick up literature, said Nelson. Safety
and Security was contacted in advance to facilitate the landing. (R.L.)

Walkathon in
Waterville benefits
Maine Children's
Cancer Program
photo by Cina Wertheim
A committee of Waterville residents sponsored the First
Prospective
makes
grand
arrival
during
Pare nts' Weekend.
Annual Waterville 10K Walk to benefit the Maine Children's
Cancer Program on Saturday,Sep. 26. The program provides
medical care and support services to families throughout the
state to cover expenses not paid by health insurance, according to a press release by the program.The route began at the
Millett Alumni House at Colby, went through town and
returned to campus. The Walk set a fundraising goal of
On Monday, Oct. 5,at 3:15PM,the Jitney was involved in
$15,000, according to the release. (R.L.)
a collision with a dumpster on campus,according to Director
of Safety and SecurityJohn Frechette. TheJitney,operated by
a female student driver, was behind the science buildings
when,in an attempt to avoid an oncoming car, it hit the pole
of a dumpster, he said. The passenger side window was
broken and the side of the vehicle was damaged as well. The
A Clinton/Gore campaign sign located on Mayflower
cost of repair will be around $600, said Frechette. The Jitney Hill Drive in front of President Cotter's house has raised
will be temporarily replaced withan "alternative van." (R.L.) some questions this week.
The sign is not an endorsement of the candidates and was
not put up by the Cotters or the College, according to Cotter.
The sign was to be removed as soon as possible, he said.
"Students put up campaign posters in the Student Center
and that's okay, but if people from town did it on college
property, we wouldn't let them," said Dean of the College
Earl Smith.
"Someonemust have taken it from another location," said
Brian Kelleher '92.5, office manager of Victory '92, the
Waterville Clinton/Gore headquarters. "It wasn't put up by
this office."
"Who elseis [Cotter] going to endorse?" said President of
Colby Democrats Caleb Mason '95. (R.L.)
Senior Class officers are already hard at work finding a
speaker for this year's commencement address. "There is a
lot of pressure on us to find another big name speaker," said
Senior Class President Jeff Baron.
After a class meeting a top ten list of potential speakers
was chosen. The top five have already declined, said Baron.
They include Robin Williams, Billy Crystal, Toni Morrison,
A proposal to establish a minor in Philosophy was passed
Jodi Foster and David Letterman.
"Right now we're trying to get Mikhail Gorbachev,"said unanimously at a meeting of the Educational Policy ComBaron. A Colby alumnus in the state department is meeting mittee [EPC] on Sept. 21. The proposal was originally subwith Russia'sdeputy foreign minister to find outif Gorbachev mitted to the EPC last spring, according to the minutes of the
meeting.
will be in the country, according to Baron.
The minor will require six courses, including introduc"If Gorbachev is not in the U.S. then Colby would not be
tory
courses,either PL 331 or PL 332, oneadditional course in
photo courtesyof IRS Records able to afford the approximate $100,000 it would cost to fly in the historyof WesternPhilosophyand threeadditionalcourscs
Gorbachev and his entourage," said Baron.
"After Cosby, we'rehard pressed to find a speaker who'll at or above the 200 level, according to the minutes. (R.L.)
Reggae musician, Jimmy Cliff
hug every graduate," said Baron.(K.C.)

Student crashes Jitney Presidential
campaign comes
to Cotter 's front door

Top five
commencement
speaker choices neg
Colby

I minor,
therefore I am.

Jimmy Cliff to
perform at Fall
Concert
Arrangements for the 1992 fall concert have recently been
finalized ,according to Student Activities [Stu-A] Social Chair
Scott Parker'93. Reggae musician Jimmy Cliff willbe playing
on Wednesday, Oct. 21. The event will be held in the Page
Commons Room in tho Student Center because of the fire
damage to the fieldhouse. Tickets will cost $10 and will be On
sale soon through the Stu-A office, said Parker. (N.M.)

Winter Cotillion to take
place in December
This year'sJunior/SeniorWinter Cotillion will be held on
Dec. 11, according to Senior Class President Jeff Baron. The
event will beheld off campusatalocation tobedecided upon
in the near future, said Baron.
Tickets will be "around $20 per coup le, maybe less," said
Baron. Black tic is requested for the event, and formal dress
(suits for men,dresses for women) is required. Entertainment
will be provided by 4+3, a band from Boston. (N.M.)

Railings
finaUy materiaHze
on the Row

After some slippery incidents last year, railings have
finally been installed on the steps leading to tho doors of the
residence halls on the Row. The majority of tho work was
done last week, according to Maintenance Foreman Ron
Simino.Thefinalstrengtheningof the structures with cement
will take place this week, just in time for thconslaught of cold,
icy conditions. (N.M.)
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Bowen slants
administra tion

Fall foliage and iblack velvet
paintings—anotMer successful
Parents' Weekend

committed primarily to teaching.
Colby, under President Cotter, has
placed publication above teaching
in criteria for tenure, according to
the June 10 article. This policy was
apparent in the Government
depar tment,Bowen wrote.
Dean of Faculty Bob McArthur
responded to these allegations in a
letter to the Chronicle. "Bowen
greatly exaggerated the place of
scholarship in our faculty reviews,"
said the letter, which was printed
July 15. "We remain steadfast in our
commitmenttotheidealthatacpllege
should be fundamentally a place of
Echof U ephoto teaching and learning."
RogerBowen,
"Outpourings of expressions of
for merGovernmentProfessor
studentand faculty discontentin the
College newspaper over recent
BY REGINA LIPOVSKY
tenure decisions are reason enough
News Editor
to assume [McArthur] is aware that
mm ^mmMBm *mmmm *m ^^^^ 1^^ n ^
W^^mmm ^^mmmmmmm *K*^^^^^
other members of the Colby
Former Government Professor community share my views," said
Roger Bowen criticized Colby as Bowen in a letter to the Editor, a
to
McArthur 's
lacking in integrity in an article in the response
Chronicleof High Education. Bowen, "predictable" rebuttal.
"Because of the timing, people
a former Government Department
assumed
I was taking a last cheap
Chair, resigned from Colby last
shot,"
said
Bowen. The piece was
spring.
revised
draft of a personal
actually
a
In thearticle,entitled "A College
That No Longer Puts Teaching First letter sent to Cotter and was accepted
Pays a High Price for Its Exalted by the Chronicle in January,he said.
"I had hoped that the College
Reputation" Bowen discusses the
would
debate these issues and have
implications of a tenure policy that
[which is]a tribute
discussions,
open
has "demeaned one of the most
important qualities that define a
small liberal arts college—a faculty See BOWENon page 12
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Features Editor

The weather and foliage were
beautiful and Sellers was at its best
for Parents' Weekend. Many students and parents enjoyed the activities on campus while others set
off to explore the surrounding area.
The turn-out this year was
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It was nice to
be able to meet the
families of other
students in the
dorm and to see
some of the faculty,"
said
Schwegler.
"The cook-out
was very nice and
mass was beautiful," said Mary
Sheridan
of
Belmont, Mass.,
mother
of
Maryann e '93. '.'We
were jus t saying
how lucky you kids
are to be here,"said
Sheridan.
"We
were
p hoto by Cina Wertheim
leased
to
discover
p
that our son's room
is filled with paintgreater than last year, according to ings on black velvet," said Bob
Asst. Director of Annual Giving and Schwegler, Br
ian's father.
Parent Programs Kiernan Shea.
"I enj oyed seeing my daughShea attributes the larger number ter," said Roberta Rabb of Sharon,
of parents this year to the earlier Mass., mother of Betsy Silverman
date and the temperate weather. '95. "We really didn't do top much
Parents' Weekend was held earlier of the planned activities but everythis year because "we are at the body seemed to be having a good
mercy of NESCAC athletics—we time," said Rabb. "We mostly ate
tried to time it with all the home out a lot," said Silverman.
games," said Shea. Next year ParProfessor Jim Boylan gave a seents' Weekend will most definitely lected short fiction reading Saturbe later in the fall and possibly on day morning in the library.
Halloween weekend, said Shea.
"We enjoyed Professor Boylan's
Having Parents'Weekend this early reading," said Schwegler.
does not allow groups such as PowAnother family who enjoyed the
der and Wig or the Colby 8 enough reading on Saturday was the Dolan
time to prepare, according to Shea. family of Dixmont, Maine. "We
"We didn't do too much on cam- enjoyed being around campus...we
pus. We missed the play that they also went to a field hockey game,"
had last year," said Dr. and Mrs. said Phil Dolan, father of Caleb
Rpriald Medwick of East Lyme, Dolan '96,
Conn,parents of Matt Medwick '95.
Many of the paren ts who came
Sa t ur d ay 's football game were parents of first-year students.
against Middlebury was a popular
"It was enlightening to see
gathering place for families. "I en- where our daug hter is spending
joyed the football game/'said Joe her time; and to meet some of her
Coteof Essex Junction,Vt., fatherof friends/';said Zu Kane, mother of
Heather Cote '96.
. ' '. Sarah Kane''96.
' We've had a terrific weekend
It was ;like a- smorgasbord of
and look forward to next year's activities—-it was nice to have so
Paren ts Weekend ," said Joe much offered ," said Geoff Kane of
Desautel of Barrington, R;l., father Bed ford, N.H., Sarah's father.
of Dori Desautel '96. Desautel enWhile th e vast major it y of parj oyed watching his daughter's soc- ent s who came for t he weekend
cer games.
were only a small car ride away,
"We went to the dance program some travelled from as far away as
Saturday night and enjoyed it,along California.
with the football and soccer games,"
"It was very organized," said
said Eileen Ryan of Needham, Manny Tiangha of ,Lbs Angeles,
Mass., mother of John Ryan '96.
Calif., father of Teresa" '96. "I was
"[The hall reception] was a nice able to find out how much my
opportunity for parents to mi ngle," daughter liked campus. It gave us
said Nancy Schwegler, mother of an understanding of the lifesty le of
Brian '95.
the college."Q

Seagram 's Sunset Passion
Coolers $2S.
Bud Suitcases $13^
M Miller GD Light
: |) OKA S ' Suitcases $10^
Discount Bever age and R edemp tion

Center

Open Sun thru Wed till 9pm ,
Thurs till 10pm , Fri and Sat till Midni ght

52 Fron t St reet

873-6228

Nakata of Hokkaido, Japan j oinsGolby

Gay
Lesbia n

BY SARAH NAGLE
Contributing Writer

Alliance
awards
prize to
Colby
first-year
BY REGINA LIPOVSKy
News Editor

Briana Thibeau '96 of Fort
Fairfield, Maine was one of two
recipients of the first Maine Gay and
Lesbian Alliance scholarship.
Last year, the Alliance offered
$500 scholarships to any high school
senior in the state,regardlessof what
school theyplan to attend,according
to Committee Chair Alan LaPan.
Thibeau was chosen from among
sixty-six other applicants and
received the prize at her high school
graduation.
"At graduation there were so
manysnickers,"said Thibeau. 'T was
really amazed at the audience's
reaction "
"I felt that it was important for
them tohearastraightperson'spoint
of view and [know]there weresome
people not afraid to apply, for the
scholarship," said Thibeau.

Among the myriad of new faculty faces' at. Colby this year is that
of Visiting Professor of Japanese
Hitbmi Nakata.
A native of Hokkaido, Japan's
northernmost island, Nakata spent
most of her adult life in and around
Tokyo,whereher parentscurrently
reside. Her interest in the English
language,however,madeher eventual move to the U.S. inevitable.
p hoto by Cina Wertheim
Nakata earned , her degree from
Briana Thibeau '96
Kanagawa
University
in
The essay that won Thibeau the Yokohama,where she studied Enscholarship
dealt
with glish literature and linguistics with
a concentration in modern English
about]
discrimination. "[Theessayis
my opinions about discrimination poets. "I studied Shakespeare, but
and what I can do about it,"she said. reallycouldn'tappreciateit because
All six Alliance committee the old English is very difficult—
members who read the paper it's so different from colloquial
instantly placed it in the final draw, American English," said Nakata.
Thomas Hardy and W.H.Auden
according to LaPan.Thibeau'sessay
are
among her favorites because
will be submitted to both houses of
theMainelegislaturewhentheEqual "they use a lot of beautiful metaRights Amendment comes up again phors and I love the rhyme,rhythm
and beauty of English poetry," she
in the spring, said LaPan.
"[Thibeau] hastheperspectiveof said.
Nakata first visited the United
people many times her age," said
States
as a tourist in California after
LaPan. "She herself became a
product of discrimination for her graduation from Kanagawa in
1983. "My first impression was that
accepting this scholarship."
"Teople are really quick to judge everything was huge. I couldn't
others," said Thibeau. "Let private believethe sizeof the supermarkets
and parking areas," said Nakata.
lives be private lives."
Nakata worked for several years
Colby's campus and science
program drew Thibeau here. "I was in Japan before returning to the U.S.
really impressed that people are so with scholastic intentions in 1989.
Most of her jobs were English reopen here," said Thibeau.Q

lated. They included positions as a passenger agent for
Northwest Airlines, a tour
guide for an international festival in Hokkaido and a clerk
at a Tokyo based translation
company.
Nakata entered Indian
University of Pennsylvania
[IUP] in 1990 to study Teaching English to Speakers of
Other Languages [TESOL].
For the second half of the two
year graduate program
Nakata taught Japanese at
IUP and joined the Japanese
Teachers Association [JTA],
where she learned of the job
opening at Colby. "I saw the
ad in the [JTA] newsletter the
day of my graduation [May
v 92]
and applied right away,"
p hoto by Cina Wertheim
said Nakata. "It was a very Hitomi Nakata ,
good opportunity for me."
Visiting Professor of Japanese
Nakata's impressions of
the eolby student body are differ- I ask my mother to send my favorite
ent from her thoughts on students foods,but even in Japan I really like
atlUP,a larger state school. "Colby American-style breakfasts, lik e big
students are so serious,"she said of omelettes." Exotic cravings aside,
the academic attitudes on campus. Nakata recalls how, a year ago, she
Nor did the collegiate flair for fash- anticipated a return to Japan and
ion here escape her notice.
not a move to Colby in 1992.
"They're kind of neat—their
"I usually don't think about my
clothing," said Nakata. "Everyone long term future because it's alis so fashionable as a student. I was ways changing," said Nakata. "I
so surprised to see women students may go back to Japan eventually,
wearing skirts; at [IUP] they never but who knows, I could be on andid."
other planet."Whatever the distant
Nakata is uncertain if her long futurehold s,Nakata's plans for here
term plans include returning to Ja- and now are ambitious and clearly
pan to live. "I miss the food,espe- defined . "I just want to be the best
cially eel,"said Nakata. "Sometimes teacher at Colby," she said ,Q
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r ing for Colby grads

continued frompage 1

BY ALYSSAFALWELL
AND DEBORAH WHEDON
Contributing Writers -

The alarming statistic that over
60% of Colby students, will marry
other Colby students is not a new
one. But just like the case of a 4.0
being granted if one's roommate
dies, everything that is heard cannot bebelieved. However,over 12.5
% of Colby graduates living today
are married to other Colby graduates, according to the Office of
Alumni Relations.
Jay and Sue Keith Webster,both
dass of 1962, eloped in Camden,
Maine at the end of Jan Plan during
their senior year,said Mrs. Webster.
They decided to tie the knot before
going home to Massachusetts to
write their final papers, she said.
They met their freshman year
through friends/ but did not start
dating until their junior year, according to Mrs.Webster.When they
returned for the second semester of
their senior year they moved into
anapartment together. Thirtyyears
later they are still together, but today they are not the only Colby
marriage in their famil y, said Mrs.
Webster.
Their son Dan '87 married
Donna Curran Webster '86, and
their other son Jed '89 is engaged to
Deb Bello '89, said Mrs. Webster.
Dan met Donna in the fall of
1985 when they both lived in East
Quad and went to many of the same
parties and other dorm activities,
said Donna Webster. "Dating improved Dan's academics—I helped
him with statistics class," she said.
They continued to date even after
Donna's graduation and became
engaged in the fall of 1987.
Jed met his bride-to-be on the
first day of freshman orientation in
1985, said Mr. Webster. He and Deb
were paired by hall staff to interview each other as an icebreaking
exercise. They found out that they

..

p hoto courtesyof Donna and Dan Webster

The Colby picture f r o mDonna and Dan Webster's
wedding; many Colby alums were in attendance.

had much in common, including
that they werenext-dobr neighbors,
said Mr. Webster. They began dating that January and will be married in August of 1993, he said.
Carl '54 and Jane Millett Dornish
'55 were married in Waterville by
Dr. Bixler onl y five days after her
graduation,said Mrs. DornishTheir
reception was held in Roberts
Union. After meeting in one of the
fraternity houses,they went on their
first date to the Winter Carnival her
sophomore year. They spent most
of their social time at parties and
dancesassociated with fraternities,
she said.
Dating was difficult for couples
like the Dornishes because women
had restricted social hours. "I had
to be in by 9 p.m. on weeknights, 11
p.m. on Friday and 12 a.m. on Saturday," said Mrs. Dornish. House
Mothers checked women in and
out of dorms and were informed of
destination, company and time of
return, according to Mrs. Dornish.
Both of Jane's paren t s were

Homecoming event s :
change over the years
BY KAREN LOTtAN
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Homecoming tradition s
havechanged overthepast few
decades During th* l£50*And
60s many &t th*.Homecoming
events were sponsored by the
fft tertihles.One tradition was
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around the pond before change
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Dave's
Barbershop
TUES-FRI: 7:30-5:00
SAT: 7:30-12:00

Make a Difference...

45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010

TEAC H
IES can make a difference as you begin your teaching career. We will provide you with
information aboutteachinBinaprlvateschool ,honestassessmentofyourcompetitiveiicss ,
and recommendations about your candidacy.

|Main Street Caftj

WE WILL BE VISITING COLBY COLLEGE:
OCTOBEK12- INFORMATION SESSION
OCTOBER 13- INTERVIEWS
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fcrdty rac«» Mate toanrt con- hotisv.C]t
snon house to watch thc ovenl.

alumni and Jane and Carl's daughter graduated in 1981, said Mr.
Dornish.
George '41 and Martha Rogers
Beach '42 met in their history class
during her sophomore year, said
Mrs. Beach. The Beaches attended
fraternity parties, tea dances, gym
dances with college bands, went to
the movies and skied together, she
said.
Both George and Marth a came
from established Colby families.
George's mother, father and sister
all graduated from Colby, as did
Martha's mother and father. Oneoif
George and Martha's five children
is also a Colby alum, she said.
Not all Colby couples have met
while attending Colby. Director of
Alumni Relations SueConantCook
'75, met her husband Jim '78 while
he was also working at Colby, said
CookQ

the Jewish community at
Colby," said Scott Greenfield '93,
Hillel vice presid ent."However, I
was a bit dismayed that there was
no motion to include the one Jewish organization on the campus in
considering this matter." A-A
Cotter and Higgins spoke at the
forum, as -did Charron and
McArthur.' ;The proposal at this
point had been widened to include
a cancellation of classes on both
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day and
either Good Friday or the Monday
after Easter, in addition to Yom
Kippur .After the speeches,the floor
was opened for discussion.
Response to the proposal was
mixed.
The revised proposal, which
included the other holidays, was
more acceptable than the original,
according to Jay Labov, associate
professor of biology and one-time
president of Beth Israel, the synagogue in Waterville.
1 felt the other was a knee-jerk
reaction and not as inclusive," said
Labov. "Now that the proposal says
that people are willing to make up
the class time 1 think we should
consider it more, but I still have
some reservations about it."
Rabbi Raymond Krinsky,
Colby's Jewish chaplain, declined
to comment on the issue.
Emergency hall meetings were
called at 9:30 that ni ght to poll student opinion.
Student responses were collected and then brought back to
Presidents' Council after the hall
meetings.
'The responses definitely varied," said Keith Dupuis, Johnson
Commons president. "The consensus, at least in Johnson Commons,
was that there has to be a no penalty rule for those who choose not
to take the test, be they Jewish or
otherwise."

Presidents' Council refined its
recommendationsbased onthefeelings of the students. A new proposal was sent to the administration which asked that "1. The faculty must provide written or recorded notes for those who choose
not to attend classes this Wednesday. 2. All exams and papers scheduled for Wednesday, October 7 will
be postponed with no penalty to
the students." This proposal was
distributed through campus mail
to all students.
Response from the administration came in the form of a letter
from Cotter and McArthur to all
faculty members. In the letter, the
Presidents' Council proposal was
called a positive suggestion, and
faculty members were encouraged
to follow the student proposal, if
possible. The letter also mentioned
that the issue of holidays will be on
the agenda of variouscampus committees.
"The students have done a great
service by raising the important
questions of how we can become
more supportive of the members of
our community," said the letter.
One student, Doug Hill '94, responded by organizing a sit-in from
1 to 4 p.m. on Yom Kippur in front
of Cotter's office. It was attended
by four students,including Hill and
Higgins, and became an open discussion with Cotter, McArthur and
members of the faculty.
"We had a very good discussion," said Hill. "1 found that the
administration was a lot more concerned about the issue than 1
thought they were."
Others were not as satisfied with
the administration's response.
"I thought it was a very cautious letter," said Charron. "Students and student leaders wen tout
of their way to form a compromise.
We were talking about such drastic
measures as a boycott. The administration doesn't seem toreally want
to go to bat for us. I don't think
that's fair to the students and to the
idealsthattheCollegesaysit stands

IES assists private schools tn locating talented teachers. Last year wc helped over 400 college seniors
tackle tlio challenges ot a teaching-Job search. Aa the only nonprofit teacher placement agency, we aro
committed lolndcpcndcntschoolaancl teachers. No appllcatlonorp laccment fccscha rgcd to college seniors.
Contact yoiirCarcorOlficcformoroinfominllon anil an Interview appointment. K you have any questions,
please telephone Kirk Russell or Drookc Hums at (800) 257-5102.

Bakery & Gourmet Dessert s
Fresh Groun d Cof fee
Ful l Breakfas t & Lunc h
&Dail y Specia l s
Come try us on Sat. for
breakfast or lunch.

INDEreNnENTEDUCATIONAl5l[liyia ^2°^

. Bring in Student I.D.
and get 10% off.
45 Main St. Waterville , Maine

Campus lights deemed OK
rouna in tne ousnes near toss/
Woodman that, were repaired this
summer." Additional ligh ting was
put up near the pond, according tc
Seitzinger.
At the beginning of the. fal
semest er Lovejoy Common s
President Jon Blau '94 wan t ed
another check of campus lighting.
JessieNewman '94and Blau went or
a campus tour with last spring's
gr oup . The result of this toui
indicated that lighting was needed
on the path between the Eustis
building and the Arey building, as
well as behind Mudd and Arey.
"I noticed that it seemed brightei
one night [behind Mudd and Arey],"
said Seitzinger, "possibly because
the trailer truck that had been there
on our tour was not there anymore."
Seitzinger called Newman and Blau
and they agreed that this area might
be all right as it is.
The group plans to concentrate
on the areas down by Mary Low,
behind Roberts Row and by Bixler,
according to Blau. "There's going to
be a lot done," said Blau.
In a lot of cases the problem is
that lights are broken, not that they
are not there, according to Blau.
The Campus Safety Committee,
headed by Frechette,put the weaker
areasof lighting on a prioritylist for
getting newlights,said Higgins.The
ColbyJudicialBoard isgiving$10,O0O
toward the purpose of getting new
lights around campus,according to
Higgins.
"Security does a good job," said
Higgins. 'They check all the light
numbers and make sure that they a\l
work."
In the future,I'd like to seea.lot
more lights, to have the campus all
lit up, but for now it is okay," said
Higgins.Q

BY JODY GOULD
Staff Writer
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on campus has not lived up to its
expectations.
" The proposal came out of an all
campus forum at theend of last year.
A group composed of Dean of
Students Janice Seitzinger, Director
of Safety and SecurityJohnFrechette,
Director of Physical Plant Al Lewis,
AdministrativeVicePresident Arnie
Yasinski and Student Association
President Bill Higgins examined the
situation.
"There weretwoareasoncampus
that we determined needed
lighting," said Seitzinger. "One was
the road over by Johnson Pond and
the Hillside Complex. There were
two old,broken lampposts that were

SMdmore College

SARATOGA SPRINGS/ NX — SJktdrawe's fissttefeviswti $tation,s Allege V\MkAwes*Network
<0*AN-TV)!was <harteted this week*Hie station will broadcast o«t of a s«b-t>aseme«t in a
ofcampus
5>ailding> CFANhopes to start up j sometiitte after Ihanks^tvingbut believesthebeginning second
aemesteiris a m.ote*ealistkjgoalx
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Lighting comes to Colby.
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How YouLike Pizza At Home.

1* Call 873-0100 40 Elm St.
Have Domino 's Pizza delivered or pick
2? it up on the way.
Enjoy the same wi th a hot , delicious
3? better-than-ever Domino 's Pizza.
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AH this, and a better world to show for it;
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Maybe you can 't afford not to volunteer.
. ^m%y g £SP ^
Peace Corps Recruiters will be on the Colby campus on October 13 and 14. Find out how
your degree in health , math , science, or education can qualify you for the
experience of a lifetime:
INFO TABLE
FILM SEMINAR
INTERVIEWS
Tue., October 13
Wed., October 14
Wed., October 14
Roberts
Union
Career
Services
Lobby
Student Center
8:30-3:00
9:00-3:00
4 pm
or call the Peace Corps at 1-800-648-8052 Ext. 296
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STUDENT SPECIAL

only $5.99

Roceivo one medium
Pizza wilh ono topping
and two 12oz. Coke Classic or

diet Coke
for only $5.99 plus tax and
deposit.
EXPIRES: 10-15-92
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First-years from Santa Barbara , Calif.- brace for the cold
BY KRISTEN FRENCH
Contributing Writer

Colby has a small campus of approximately 1,700 students, but Laguna Blanca
High School in Santa Barbara, Calif., has a
senior class of only 13 students. Christian
Powell and Scott Willey, graduates of Laguna Blanca are first-year students at Colby
and roommates as well.
Neither Willey nor Powell were strangers
to Maine before coming to campus this fall.
PoweuhasspentsummersinBlueHill,Maine,
and Willey's brother, Brent, graduated from
Colby last spring.
"I wanted a small liberal arts college on
the East Coast and I liked Colby the best,"
said Powell. "I liked the way Colby looked
and [I liked] the people."
Laguna Blanca is a private college preparatory school with a total of 300 students,
grades kindergarten through the twelve.
There are separate buildings for the elementary, junior high, and high schools.
Because Laguna Blanca is such a small
school,there are not many choices for special
courses, such as psychology. "One of the
disadvantages in a small school is that we
did n't have a wide variety of course selection. All of our courses were basically selected for us," said Willey.
Although there is not a wide variety of
courses, clubsand sports are popular. There
are clubs for outings, drama, ping-pong and
the "bee club." The "bee club" was a group
of students who went around trying to pul-

verize wasps with their textbooks, a- club
definitely for the daring and the thrill-seeking, said Willey.
Sports offered included soccer,tennis,lacrosse, baseball and sailing. "There wasn't
any football team because there weren't
enough guys in the school to make a whole
team," said Powell. At Laguna Blanca one
sport was offered each season for males and
females, with the exception of spring when
baseball and tennis teamscompeted.Laguna
Blanca has three soccer fields and several
tennis courts. A gymnasium was just built
last year.
Both Powell and Willey liked being in a
small school; _ an average class had about
eight students. "My French class had only
three students: two girls and myself," said
Willey.This size enabled students to get individual attention from teachers, "very individual attention, " said Powell.
The large lecture classes at Colby are taking some getting used to. They are "very
impersonal," said Willey.
The senior class was very close-knit, but
both Powell and Willey had many friends
from the public high school in Santa Barbara.
There was an ongoing joke among the class
that "it would be considered incest to go out
with another member of the class," said
Powell. At graduation,each student received
their diploma and was personally depicted
in a five-minute speech.
Both Powell and Willey are enjoying the
social life at Colby. "It is so easy to meet
people here; you have friends everywhere,"
said Willey. "In our old school most of our
friends were from the other high school."

photo by Cina Wertheim
Christian Powell '96 and Scott Willey '96 graduated together fromLaguna
Blanca High School in Santa Barbara , CA;now they are roommates at Colby.
The other high school, Santa Barbara High
School, had 3-4,000 students.
Willey has a show on the Colby radio
station^ and Powell plans to try out for the
tennis team. Both Powell and Willey play
guitar in a folk rock band that plays in a sort

of "Neil Youngish" style. They performed in

Wednesday's variety show for the Starli ght
Foundation.
Colby rates no lower than great, said
Powell, but he is "going to miss the sunshine
... and definitely the beach."Q
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-Safe Rides is now running on
a regular schedule.
Take advantage of this ser-Several halls are already on
warning. Let's be
careful and keep the other
halls out of trouble.
Don't let your hall be subjected to probation .
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LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
TheEditorialisthe official opinion of thepapenThe other opinions present on this page do not necessaril y
represent the views of The Colby Echoor its statff.
The Colby Echoencourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate community. They
should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include eitheran address or
a phonenumber. Republication onThursday .letters must be received byTheColby Echono la terthanMonday
evening of the same week.
TTie Colby Echo reserves the right to edit all submissions.

Scheduling creat ed
dist urbances
for test takers

Those who took the LSATslast Saturday during
Parents' Weekend, were unnecessarily plagued with
distractions during the exam, which was held on the
second floor of Lovejoy.

Understandably,Colby could not change the date of theexam nor should
the college be expected to schedule Parents' Weekend around the LSATs.
However, precautions should have been taken to ensure that the testing
environment would not be disturbed by the scheduled Parents' Weekend
events.
Test takers not only had to endure a helicopter landing outside of the
building,but large rounds of applause for a lecture givenin Lovejoy 101and
the constant noise of large groups of passers-by on the new Lovejoy ramp,
adjacent to one of the testing rooms, as well.
Holding a lecture iri the same building as a graduate testing services
exam is poor planning. Certainly the lecture could havebeenheld elsewhere.
If not, perhaps the exam should have been. Lovejoy is a central location on
campus prone to a lot of foot traffic,especiallyon a Saturday during Parents'
Weekend or Homecoming. Maybe the exams should have been held in
another building altogether, perhaps Runnals.
A greater effort to reduce noiseoutsidethe building also could havebeen
made. Signs asking peopleto be considerate of their noise level should have
been placed on both sides of the Lovejoy ramp or the room next to the ramp
should not have been used at ail.
Unfortunately, little can be done for those who had to bear with the
inopportune testing conditions last Saturday; however, perhaps those
scheduled to take the GREs this Saturday will encounter better planning.

National Coming
Out Week is her e

It is time Colby students examined their attitudes
towardgay issues,and thisweekisaprimeopportunity.
Think rwicebeforedescribing something as "faggy"or
"gay."Go to a Bridge meeting: it will not hurt and you
may learn a lot. Recognize homophobia as something
as unacceptable as racism or sexism (though at Colby,
that really does not mean much).
Envision a world where everyone is gay, and think about how alienated
you would feel if you were straight. Think about why people arc so
threatened by different sexual preferences. Appreciate that If you are
straight there is so much you will never have to deal with; telling your
parents, going to scmi-formals, wanting children. Sympathize. Relate.
Coming Out Week encourages gays to embrace their orientation, not
deny it. Imagine how much easier it would be to come out of the closet into
a warm and accepting en vironment. This week,and for every week,let us try
to make Colby the kindof place where students can bccomfortable with who
they are.
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S8O.A.R. rej ects separatism accusation

As president of S.O.A.R., I am writing in response to the contribution "Minority organizations cause'barriers
on campus" included in The Echo of Oct. 1,1992. The purpose of this response is to define accurately the nature
of our organization.
The name of our club is Society Organized Against Racism, and we are not a minority organization . The
purpose of S.O.A.R. is declared explicitly in the constitution of our national organization:
...The purpose shall be the formation of a support network for those actively working to combat racism in
higher education, and to share resources among member institutions of the organization.
Last semester, we developed a group of imprOv skits which served to catalyze discussion in residence halls.
One of our skits pursued the deconstruction of assumptions about identity based upon the color of skin, as
opposed to the content of character. This skit was presented at our national conference, and had been recorded
on a video which was used in the first-year students'orientations at Skidmore and at Colby this fall.This year
we have 96 diverse student members our meetings are on Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. in the Marson Multicultural
Room. Welcome to S.O:A.R.
Lucy Yeager '93

Apathy runs deeper off the hill

So Colby students are apathetic {Echo editorial 10/1/92)? What else is new? For years now We have.heard
the complaints that, unlike the 1960s, Colby's students just do not seem to care about anything other than what
is goingon next weekend or which class they should take next semester. Colby remains an isolated island content
to be an entity unto itself. Why should it even matter what is really important here anyway?
What seems to me to be important is that our economy is faltering in a recession, that means if we are lucky
enough to get a job after graduation chances are we'll make considerably less than we hoped for. We may not,
as many people are now finding out, be able to afford health insurance. That a whole generation of children,
teenagers and young adults are being wiped out in the inner cities. That the cost of paying for our nationally
ranked liberal arts education will rise, while sources of aid will be cut. That certain segments of our population
will be ostracized, persecuted and discriminated against based on the opinions of the host of the 700 Club. Yes,
these issues seem to be important .
But what can you do here at our College on a hill,and how will you ever have time with your studies and your
social life? First of all, register to vote. In Maine you are considered a resident for voting purposes if you are a
student at any Maine college or university. Then, volunteerat a local campaign headquarters (there is one on
Main St. in Waterville).Four or five hours a week will make a difference. For those of you who have more time,
you can get involved in other areas such as Augusta. The question here is, given what is at stake, can you really
afford to be apathetic?
Brian A. Kelleher '92.5

Mattel programs math avoidance

According to a recent Wall Street J ournal report,
Mattel is currently marketing a product called "Teen
Talk Barbie" which says four phrases,one of which is,"
Math class is hard."I find this particularly disturbing
given Oct. lst's Echo article describing gender imbalances within several of Colby's majors, with math
specifically mentioned. I can't imagine a product better
designed to program math avoidance into little girls
than 'Teen Talk Barbie."We have all heard many times
how math avoidance limits women's educational opportunities and career choices. Mattel justifies this
product by saying they have another doll that says, "I
want to be a doctor." I'm sure we all wish Barbie good

Cart oon poorly
charact er izes
Dean of Housing
I am responding to a cartoon published in the Oct.
1 Echo. The cartoon was captioned "The Not-so-Wonderful Wizard of Housing," and showed the main
characters from 'The Wizard of Oz" looking at what I
assume to be a caricature of Dean of Housing Paul
Johnston. Johnston, looking rather angry, is telling
Dorothy: "Kansas?!You're looking at a closet in Foss,
Honey!!"
This is an improper characterization ' of Paul
Johnston. As someone who hasbothcred Dean Johnston
with some frequency concerning my housing arrangements, I am qualified to state that he' is very nice,
friendly and willing tohelp students in any way that he
can.

luck on achieving her goal of becoming a doctor without any math skills. If you have views on this subject
that you would like to share with the Mattel company,
you can call 1-800-421-2887 or write to Mattel at 330
Continental Blvd., El Secundo, Ca. 90245.
Julie Millard
Chemistry Department

Colby defended

I disagree with the recent Echo editorial suggesting
that Colby is "sticking the town"with thecost of fighting
the fieldhouse fire. It was suggested that since Colby is
non-profit and tax exempt, they should donate more
money and equipment to Waterville instead of an
expensive lobster dinner for the firefighters .
Kfo, Colby College does not pay direct taxes to the
community,but if each student here spends only $280 a
year off campus, this is more than half a million dollars,
including over$30,000in sales tax. Add in theexpendituri?
of professors, staff, visiting parents, alumni and
prospectives and it would seem silly to assume Colby is
"sticking"anybody with anything. Colby injects millions
of dollars a year into the Waterville and central Maine
economy—itdoes not takean economics ma jor to see this.
I feel Colby's response was warm and appropriate.
Those individuals fighting the fire deserve an awful lot
of thanks and 1 applaud the decision of Colby to host a
lobster bake. Without Colby, many of those firefighters
iriay not have had a job, and without them Colby would
not have a fieldhouse. We are all one community. What
is there to complain about, Echol
Jonathan Blau '94

Student questions worth
Echo 'license" criticized of Echo 's repor ting
David Bemcr '95

A slow news week does not give you free license to
invent vapid stories for publica tion before Parents'
Weekend.
I bclicvcyou have a tremendous amount of talent on
your staff. Impress us by using it with integrity or spare
us by keeping your morbid attempts at humor and
pointless gossip private.
Simone M.Cclla'93

I never write letters to the Echo because, in my
opinion, the articles and editorials in the Echo are, for
the most part, worthless and not worthy of a response.
Jon Mitchcll'94
P.S. The purpose of a newspaper should not be to
"piss people off."

Op trmms

Surprises appear in time for Parents' Weekend
BY HANNAH BEECH
Life's a Beech
Last weekend was a typical Colby beerfest, despite the presence of parents. People
still got smashed and left pleasant bathroom
surprises in an effort to live up to Colby's
reputation of working hard and partying
hard.
AH in all,it was business ais usual at Camp
Colby. But in the Heights, something hap
pened that made the weekend a tad more
pungent and memorable.
On her way through rounds,the Resident
Assistant [RA;] stopped by and announced
that there was a mess in the hall. Immediate
reactionswere imagesof spilledbeer or mudsliders' sloppy legacies.
"No," said the R.A. "Somebody took a
d ump in the middle of the hall."
A what?
Hello Colby ... Even for some of us late
bloomers, potty trainingisusuallycompleted

by college. Do not excuse yourself by saying
you were drunk. That excuse has been tried
for rape. It did not work for.that, either.
Not to sound like Arethra Franklin, but
what about just a little respect? This is not
asking for stereos to be guillotined at 1:01
a.m. or for students not to chug a few and
forget the twenty-page English paper that is
due on Monday. It cannot be too much to ask
to keep our basic bodily functions for a fun
and exciting place called the bathroom.
. The scary thing is that the cute little surprise on the third floor is not the first like.it.

Last year in the same dorm, in front of a redfaced and tongue-tied crowd,a girl hiked up
her skirt and urinated. Speakingfor thecrowd,
every time that girl walks by her academic
achievements,athleticprowess and vivacious
personality dry up like that little stain on the
hall carpet.
Memories die hard.A record as president
of the debate team and varsity squash captain pales next to the reputation of having
committed some immature act. Consider
Gary Hart'shopesand aspirations dying with
a sole damning picture of him with Donna

Hello Colby. Even for some of us
late bloonierS j piptty training is
usually completed by college.

Rice on his lap.
Respect is the hardest thing to build, but
the easiest to destroy.
Later that night, a group of R.A.s were
discussing what possible punishments could
be enforced against the offender. Of course,
this was a purely hypothetical exercise because nobod y sober remembers who did it,
and taking a specimen to the biology lab for
DNA matching is only wishful thinking.
One RA. suggested J-board. Another assigned probation plus the joy of cleaning up
the mess with the whole jeerin g hall watching.
Return to the setting of Parents' Weekend,and perhaps thebest punishment looms.
Imagine this troublemaker, pan t s down,
in the middle of the hall. Then imagine the
student turning around and seeing Mom and
Dad, weary from a long car trip to see their
child,walking in slow-motion down to greet
their offspring and whatever little surprises
may be in store.
Talk about a loss of respect.0

Stu-Aneeds resp onse Senioritis leads t o Career Services
to hall contracts now
BY KEITH DUPUIS
Odds or Evens?

More than one residence hall is
on warning, however. For those on
a ^mi ^aimmmmwmmmmmmmm ^mmammxm ^^^^ m ^m ^ma ^B ^mi ^mm
war n ing, the students in that hall
In spite of the collective amount have to be extra careful for. the reof griping that has kept most stu- mainder of the semester— often for
dents busy since the beginning of offenses they never committed.The
the year,the new hall contracts seem theory behind this new policy is
that peerpressure will win thebattle
to be serving their purpose.
'
Take West Quad for example. It over drunken debauchery."This is
is rumored that an extremely social ; indeed the most unexpected and
atmosphere ' last year led to new ' possibly positive effect of peerprescarpeting and new doors for all the sure to be conceived.
The question is whether this
rooms. Hence, the new contracts.
Since school started there has been policy will work. Perhaps it is too
at least one rather large party in the early in the semester to tell, but it
may not succeed. Luck can place
lounge every weekend.
with respectful people, but
you
However,the effort to clean that
space after these parties has been many do not get that chance. Not
superb. The area has been vacu- many people would confron t the
um ed an d all the cup s an d oth er person who madeallpartiesinyour
litter have been thrown away. dorm prohibited. No one wants to
People are act ually anx iou s an d create any bad blood with their
good humored about their duties. neighbors. That would make living
Hallstaf f hasbeen very good to chip situations even more sensitive to
in, even when they have had noth- the touch .
There are not many people who
ing to do with the event. The system has worked better than antici- would voice their opinions and conpated. The Student Association fr on t the offen d er in a polit e an d
should b e app lauded for their efSee STU-Aon page 12
fort and ingenuity.

BY AMIRABAHU
StaffWriter

Sometbinginterestinghappened
the other night.
One of the first tosses in a Die
game hit the rim of the cup, and
bounced away uselessly. If it had
only been one half of a millimeter to
the left,it would have been a perfect
plunk. The barest fraction of space
would havebeen all that was heeded
to turn the game arou nd,and get his
name oh that stupid board.
Die always provides a great
analogy to life, as will be seen in a
second.
Lately,the first stages of Senioritis
have been noticed. For the lucky
underclassmen, Senioritis is the
disease you get when you are about
to trekinto the "jungle-out-there."It
has put peoplein the Health Center,
sent them on Courthouse bin gesand
created massive screamings on the
Library steps.
Senioritis also causes a mass
exodus to the Career Services Office.
Last time anyonechecked,they have
been booked solid for the next two
weeks.The standard notation in their
appointment book under students'
n ames is "Get Started."That means

that a lot of people think they are up
the river without a resume to paddle
them to shore.
Many seniors are wrecks before
constructing paddles out of the bits
and pieces of their lives.Phrases like
"resume deadlines," "selfassessment" and "interviewing
techniques" can make students
dizzier than bed spins. How is that
huge, first step taken?
Establish a starting point. The
first step is not big at all if one does
not get bogged down in the
technicalities of job security. It is as
small as a spark of inspiration.
A friend mentioned that she had
been reviewing the files on private
schools,and a clickoccurred. Leafing
through those files confirmed that
teaching for a year or two was a
definite job possibility.
The amazing thing is that
applying to these places or setting
up interviews is so simple. Many
schools even come to Colby to size
up the applicant pool. Dropping a
resume in a box outside of Career
Services is all it will take for Colby
students to be seriously considered
by someof these potential employers.
That is the click. The realization
that their never really wasa distance
between senior year and post-Colby

life. The problem is not in getting to
where one wants to go; it is just in
gettinga rough ideaoiwhereitisone
wants to go.
Once that glimmer is realized, it
becomesexciting. Seniors will leave
this campus with a powerful tool—a
Colby degree. It has prepared
students for a year in Africa or a
career on Wall Street. That first
hesitant step in deciding on which
direction to take is all that is needed.
Keeparieyeonwhatishappening
during the week. The lectures,
workshops, films and cultura l
gatheringsthatColbyoffersareabout
thingswhich reach beyond our ivory
walls. They give students a glimpse
of the paths that other people took
and the experiences that got them
there.
From the CIA to Random House
to international travel, departments
across campus cover h un d r ed s
of aspects of post-graduate
employment. Placing emphasis on
these opportunities is one of thebest
steps toward making selfdiscoveries.
Maybe these events will provide
clicks for other students. Just as one
half of a millimeter would have
See SENIORITISon page 12

What actions do you think the administration
should take regarding religious holidays?
Jesse Salisbury '95
"Something should have
been done at the beginning
of the year, maybe a student
vote. We couldn't do
something for all holidays,
but major holidays should be
considered."

Janet Powers '94
"Colby's so small that the
professors understand and
are willing to give you extra
help if you're out of class for
a religious reason."

Marshall Dostal '93
"I think we should stop
attending classes altogether
and go to church instead.
Let's have a good time about
it."
photos by Ari Druker

Laura Wilkins '96
The fact that the
administration has a
compromise is a start, but it
could be better because
proper respect should be
given to all religious
holidays."

Wliitney Glockner '96
"The entire school should
not have Yom Kippur off if
they're not Jewish because
^
then they're freeloading
on a
Jewish holiday. If you give in
to the majority, you have to
give in to all religions and
cults."
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Hunan Legends delivers auth enticity
BYJEN SHATNEY,
KRISTIAN PARKER, SUSAN CLERKE
AND HANNAH BEE CH
Trying to find a Chinese restaurant in
Waterville that does not have french fries,
hamburgers and fried chicken next to choices
of sweet and sour.porkand Hunan beef is like
wishing for a heat wave in the middle of a
Maine winter.

Just a half a block from the concourse,
however, Hunan Legends breaks the
Waterville tradition with a long and varied
menu without a single Western dish. Ranging from Pekingduck to the more usual sweet
and sour entrees,Hunan Legends serves food

with spicy authenticity and plentiful quantities.
Hot and sour soup, fried shrimp and
chicken fingers started our Hunan experience. With just the right combination of spice
and vinegar, the hot and sour soup tingled
the palate,but the shrimp and chicken were
swathed in multi-layers of cholesterol-laden
dough. A little less grease would have made
the meats very tasty,especially with the tangy
duck sauce as a dip.
Entrees ordered included Szechuan beef,
chicken and shrimp combo, ginger chicken
and pork with garlic sauce. The beef, with
crispy morsels of meat mixed with carrots
and celery, tantalized the tongue with a taste
of real Szechuanflavor. The pork was a hit as
well with its mouth-awakening sauce and
crunchy vegetables.
While less spicy, the chicken and shrimp
combo is sure to become a f avoritebecause of
its smooth sauce and tender meats.
The ginger chicken, on the other hand,
while tender and tasty,held hidden bombs in

Everything you never wanted
to know about George Bush
BY RACHEL MORITZ
Staff Writer

creatures in long dresses with big bumps in
front ... But what drew Poppy to Barbara
Pierce most was her exceptionally large,curvaceous bumps," according to the book (p.

Republicans beware.
There is an unauthorized biography of
George Herbert Walker Bush on the market
that may be viewed as sacrilegious by some.
Democrats, go out and buy "Bor n to Run
Things—An Utterly Unauthorized Biography
of George Bush" by Tony Hendra—it is hysterical. Any dirt that could possibly be dug
up against our renowned President has been
packed into this little book complete with
(some obviously doctored) photographs.
The book contains photosof Bush feeding
the pigs on his family's Connecticut farm
during his prep school days, his military
screw-ups and dozens of other incidents
which cater to a twisted and sometimes perverse sense of humor.
Written by a former National Lampooner,
"Born to Run Things" traces President
"Poppy" Bush's life as he grows from a small
child to the political strong-arm he is today. It
places special emphasis on his financial wizardry in prep school, contains "excerpts"
from his military diary and the touching scene
of his first encounter with Barbara Pierce,his
The cover of Tony Hendra ' s Unauthofuture wife and political partner.
"There they were ... all these beautiful rized biography of Presiden t Bush

the form of slabs of ginger masquerading as
chicken that removed layers of mouth cells
from unwary diners.
While the atmosphere is pleasant and the
tables far enough apart to.encourage conversation, sadly our waiter was not proficient in
English. Although he was a very amiable
fellow who offered us water every five minutes, ordering drinks and chopsticks took
major efforts and considerable miming.
Despite this glitch, Hunan Legends is a
cozy restaurant with surprisingly authentic
cuisine. Even the communication difficulties
were somehownot irritating,but rather added
a quaint charm to the restaurant. Someof the
food neededimprovement,but oh the whole
our efforts at Foss's wok bar were certainly
put to shame by Hunan Legends' plentiful
food.
As we enjoyed our orange slices over a
very reasonable check, one of our fortune
cookies announced that "good fortune will
come knocking on the'doorsoon."How true,
because Hunan Legends even deliversQ

19). This book really pushes the image of
Poppy as a sex fiend, even down to the threepage Republican Sex Manual.
Poppy later became renowned as a valued member of the Skull and Bones, a clandestine organization at Yale University, and
it is implied that he there met his future
Secretary of Agriculture. He became the hero
of their Halloween party (read the book and
find out why) and made many important
contacts (Manuel Noriega, William Casey,
etc.) who would later have a huge affect on
his career.
The later years get boring, though. Poppy
is portrayed less as a rebellious dork and
more as a groveling, sniveling one. The antics that Hendra leads Poppy through border
on embarrassing, and occasionally the jokes
fall flat. Desert Storm is played to the hilt.
"In the last eight years I've won four
wars: Grenada, Panama, Gulf, and Cold.
What other Republican President can say
that?" (Hendra, p. 91).
Yes, the book is full of laughs, and it is a
good way to procrastinate, but it is certainl y
an unprecedented profile that no voter should
take seriously. Keep in mind that there are
allusions to affairs-true or false is yet to be
seen-andtheauthordoeshavea robustsense
of humor.
Read this book, but do not take it seriously. Above all else,it is a book that presents
a comical view of the nation'sforty-first president.
But do not read it if you are a devout
Republican^}

Ramen , Crystal Light & marshmellow melt aways: a guide to the quintessential snack
BY RACHEL MORITZ, AMYPHALON
AND LORI McCLUSKY
Staff Wr
iters

What is a major part of every college career? No, not
studying, but thank you for playing. Beer-die? Close, but
close only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades. Here is a
hint: picture yourself in your room at 2 a.m. It is time for a
study break, and vegetables are not pn the menu ,
Junk food dominates the thoughts of most collegiate
consumers. Check in the relrigcrators and on the shelves of
any room on campus, or just ask the patrons and clerks at
Waterville's Shop 'n Save. Almost daily, caravans of snackhappy students depart on a grand exodus to worship the
Grocery Store Gods. Once inside their preferred shrine, they
run up and down the aisles in a frenzy of self-indulgence.
They buy everything from loaves of bread to Little Debbie
Snack Cakes to pepperoni (available in assorted sizes) ... the
list goes on.

' Many students run anxiously to their mailboxes in the
hopes of receiving a care package from home, but some are
disappointed. "My mom sent me fig bars,which I hate," said
Chris Johnson '96. Hence the shopping.
Other students get hand-delivered packages of such
yummiesaschocolate-chipcookies,Wheat Thins,Wheatables,
Peanut M&M's and MarshmallowMelt-Aways.Yet, like iron
filings drawn to an electromagnet, Colby students flock into
downtown Waterville to enter the domestic world of food
shopping.
Just what kinds of junk food do Colby students prefer on
their binges?
"Spaghetti-O's,cold out of the can,"said Matt Ferrari '96 .
"Gummy bears are my favorite junk food ," said Chris
Rogers '94.
Other favorites include the Spa's nachos and salsa, nonSpa nachos and salsa, microwave popcorn (be careful not to
set off your d orm 's f ire alarm), Easy Cheese, Twix an d
Pringlcs.
Beverages ore also necessary for study breaks. For those

mM

Soundgarden in a
bulletp roof p ack
. BY MATT KALES
StaffWriter
Soundgarden's third full-length LP,
Badmotorfinger, is a shining example of the
consistent ability of Seattle bands to create
innovative records with a decidedly heavy
edge.
Badmotorfinger was released in late 1991
but the stunning success of other Seattlebands
such as Nirvana and Pearl Jam, overshadowed Soundgarden's re-emergence onto the
Northwest'sflourishing music scene.A closer
look at this powerful release, however, reveals a brilliantly crafted infrastructure and
boundless, often furious energy.
Badmotorfingeris essentially a bulletproof
package with none of the uninspired filler
tunes that plagued Soundgarden's earlier
works, particularly the Screaming Life/Fopp
EP.

Soundgarden 's Badmot orfinger
Badmotor/mgerhasslowmoments,butthey
are not nearly as numerous as in the past.
Soundgarden seems to have "sharpened the
axe" and shed the extra flab of their earlier
works.The resultant lean, driving sound was
only hinted at on previous projects, such as
their debut,Uft ramega O.K.
The band has retained all of their legendary crunch, only now the force is more concentrated,especiallyon cuts like "JesusChrist
Pose" and "Holy Water."
. The group's members have definitely
ti ghtened their skills since Louder than Love,
the band's 1989 offering. Vocalist Chris
Cornell has truly come into his own and now
possesses a far greater range than before.
This is quite evident on "Outshined," the
most radio-friendly song of Badmotorfingers
lltracks. Whether emitting a tortured moan
or a shrill cry, Cornell hits the mark every
time, putting the finishing touches on the
deliberate cacophony produced by the other
three musicians.
Badmotorfinger is without a doubt
Soundgarden's strongest showing to date.
Hopefully, Soundgarden will continue to
record music of this calibre in the future.Q

who prefer to remain sober on school nights, drinks range
everywhere from Coke Classic to Crystal Light. For our
natural food supporters,there is a vast spectrum of juicesand
water, that old standby.
"It brings the waters of Hawaii to your shore,"said Steve
Sanchez '95 about the cases of Hawaiin Punch (the red kind,
not the icky blue stuff) he hoards in his room. Hawaii in
Maine? We wish.
There are those, of course, who prefer to take the road to
sugar-induced euphoria the good old fashioned way, and
scorn the Food and Drug Administration's attempts to cut
our risks of heart disease.
Then again, some students prefer to take the road less
traveled,and go the healthy route. "Junk food is bad for you.
I don't eat it." said Drew Malcomb '95.
However, like Ross Perot, junk food is making a strong
comeback as more and more students chow down after
hours.Q
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'Things Cancelled at Colby
for Political Incorrectness
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ODADAAbrought African
rhythm and beat to the
Spotlight Lecture Series
Thursday morning, Oct. 1,
and to the fieldhouse on
Friday for Parents ' Weekend.
r
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MOVIES
Railroad Square Cinema 873-5900
One False Move (R)
Friday,Oct. 9-Thurs,Oct. 15:8:55 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday: 3 p.m.
Enchanted April (PG)
Thursday, Oct. 8:7 p.m. & 8:55 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday: 1p.m.
Hoyt 's TFK Drive 873-1300
Last of the Mohicans (R) 7:10 p.m.
Hero (PG13) 7:20 p.m.
Mighty Duck (PG) 7 p.m.
Sneakers (PG13) 6:50 p.m.
Captain Ron (PG13) 7:40 p.m.
Mr Saturday Night (R) 7:30 p.m.
Stu-A movie: City Slickers
Thursday, Oct. 8, Friday, Oct. 9, Saturday, Oct. 10: 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. ($2)
Saturday, Oct. 10:3 p.m. and Sunday,
Oct. 11: 2 p.m. ($1)
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10,"Little Mermaid';and "Pretty Wamm" movie
nights
% Pat Buchanan fund raiser in Coffeehouse
8*Freshmen
7.Mooseprints quote of the day
6.Hor, Safer and Fee-Wee (Herman)
& Top ten list originally slated for this spot
;
4. Slaughter-your-own-calfnightlit Foss Dining Hall
3. Women's group field trip to the Treasure Chest
2, Styrof oam-scwlphure-of-JennyAlfond contest
1, White Males ¦
.
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CONCERTS/PLAYS/EVRNTS:
Lorimer Chap el: Spotlight Series Event
Thursday, Oct. 8 Ralph Bunche Lecture, Howard Jordan: Chairman of the
board of the Latin Rights Prodject: 11 am.

m
fl
fl

Mary Low Coffee House
Thursday, Oct. 8, Patsy Whelan and Pat Dunlea: 8 p.m.
Friday, Oct 9, stand-up comedian Paula Poundstone at the Fieldhouse: 8:30 p.m.
$12 in advance f r om Student Activities office; $15 on day of the show.
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National Coming Out Week
Thursday, Oct. 8, Gay/Lesbian and Bisexual students at Colby P ane l D iscussion: 8
p.m. Robins Roomin Roberts Union.
Friday, Oct. 9, movie night : "Maurice " and "Since Stonwall ": 8 p.m.Marson Room.
Saturday, Oct. 10,"Red, Hot Dance P arty ": 9:00 p.m. in SOBHU room Mary Low
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Sunday, 11,candlelight vidgil 9:30 p.m. in f r ont of Roberts Union.
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Bowdoin College:
m
Theater: "Uncommon Womenand Others " Friday, Oct. 9 & Saturday, Oct. 10:7:45 fl .
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Do you have a strange fetish for the arts? Join the A&E
staff. Do you dig people? Be a Features writer. Do you
like to grind noses with the Administration? Write for
the news staff. Do you enjoy pissing people off? Be an
opinions writer. Do you like to take pictures of other
peoples' strange and unusual habits? Join the Photo
More details page llJ O t t t t>H>C> J l / C l tO

Hours Tues.- Sat. 10:30 • 7pm. , Fri. till 9 pm.
*-—; Croatlons by and for. . .

aMJ
~ j fe
.
g l m w E^
Sami'Procious , Ethnic and'Seod floada
JewolrylFindlngs , Consignment An and Mora

10 Railroad Square
Watorv iiio, ME 04001

Charlio Katz
(207) 873-0323
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BOWEN

continuedfrom page 3
to the best aspects of a liberal arts
mentality," said Bowen. "Good
teachers were denied tenure for the
wrong reasons."
The article prompted a backlash
in the Government Department. "[It
was] an unfortunate article," said
Government Department Chair
Sandy Maisel. "It depicted the
situation at Colby inaccurately. The
people in our department who
publish the most are also among the
most widely recognized as the best
teachers."
Complaints are better handled
and discussed internally,said Maisel.
"There was.nothing gained besides
Roger's ego," he said. "Am ong
knowledgeable readers of the
Chronicle,[thearticle] reflected badly
on Roger."
"I think to a degree he s on to
something," said Government
Professor Chip Hauss. "We may be
emphasizing scholarship over
teaching some, but I don 't think
we've gone very far."
Bowen was bothered by Pam
Blake's tenure denial last year,
according to Hauss. "Roger
overstated the problem,"he said.
"I think that his portrayal of the

College's stance on teaching is
inaccurate and incorrectly dravyn,"
said McArthur. "I think that the
faculty that have been involved in
[tenure decisions] would agree." ' ;.
The administration should
question its values, said Bowen.
"When the President of Colby
worries overly so about Bowdoin's
'U.S.News&WorldReport'ranking,
Ithinksomething is wrong,"he said.
"I don't thinkthat should bea driving
force."
"I cared so much about the
college," said Bowen. "I was
concerned. I saw an incredible
amount of hypocrisy in the
administration."
Those who wrote Bowen
recommendationsfeel betrayed,said
Maisel. "He left a bad taste inTny
mouth."
Bowen is now Vice President of
Academic Affairs at Hollins College
in Virginia!!

SENIO RITIS

continued f r o n t p a g e9
resulted in a-plunk, a tiny time
commitmentto aninf ormation session might result in a career path.
The thing about a single starting
point is that,one day,it will branch
off into dozens of unpredictable
endingsO
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BY KATHRYN COSGROVE
Staff Writer
After feeding Colby students for
almost thirty years, Sellers' food
service contract will be coming up
for renewal this year. .
"Colby's contracts with Sellers
have usually been for three to five
years," said Arnold Yasinski,
administrative, vice president. "This
pastcontract wasonlyfortwoyears."
"There are changes that I would
like to see made,"said Yasinski. "So
when the contract came up for
renegotiation,we asked that it only
be a two year contract to make sure
that those changes were made."
"It is unlikely we would change
from Seilers," said Yasinski. "What
we would look at in the contract is
whether to switch from a managing
contractto a profit/losscontract,and
whether or not we should add in any
extra incentives."
Colby could change their
contract from one where Seilers
manages Colby'sfood budget and is
paid by Colby,to one where Seilers
would be paid Colby's entire food
budget and operate on a profit and
loss basis," said Mary Attenweiler,
director of Dining Services.
The difference between a profit /
loss contract and the managing
contract Seilers now has is that
"under our current contract, Seilers
is hired by Colby to manage their
dining services," said Yasinski.
"Only about ten dining services

PARKER

continued f r o mpage 1
Board [S.O.B.]—to help with
social events, a calender of social
events which was distributed to all
students as publicity for events and
three Stu-A sponsored events the
first weekend of the semester.
Parker described S.O.B. as a good
way to publicize events and also to
allow students to voice their opinions
on events,without theresponsibility
of holding an elected office.
"While the idea was good we
werestillleft hanging,"said Higgins.
"People said they would work but
when it came time they did n't show
up. Parties were almost shut down
because of it."
TheSheenfestpartyintheStudent
Center on Friday, Sept. 25 was a
main source of tension.
In addition to organizing
Sheenfest,Parker also ran a pre-party
through S.O.B. "[The pre-party] was
almost seen as if it was competing
with the Sheen fest event. Attempting
to d o b oth myself was too much on
my part. I kind of let Sheenfest go a
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Dana dining hall
employeesare Seilers employeesand
the rest are employed by Colby.
Seilers is just here to run the dining
halls."
"If Colby wereto changethat to a
profit and loss contract, then we
would be given Colby's entire food
budget and all the dining services
employees would be Seilers
employees," said Attenweiler. "The
profit we would make would be
whateverisleft overfromthebudget.
Itwouldbemorelikean independent
business."
"With a managing contract we
could build in incentives to keep
costs down but maintain the quality
of food ," said Yasinski. "We asked
Seilers if they would be able to keep
one dining hall open all day, and
also manage a general store. They

said that they could do that."
"A group of overseers will be
arriving in the spring to study and
make recommendations about our
food services," said Yasinski. "We
will consider theirrecommendanons
before changing the contract."
"On a day to day basis, they are
acceptable," said Joroy Lizwski '95.
"When they put in the extra effort
they do a really good job."
'This year [the service] is much
better,especially with the amount of
people fed,"said Heather Gerry '93.
"They keep trying new ideas. It may
not always work but at least they are
trying."
The contract renegotiations will
not begin until the spring, and all
effects of the change will begin in the
fall of l993.Q

COMING OUT

little bit as far as publicity."
"I basically resigned because of
the stress and everything we were
continued f r o mpage 1
going through," said Parker. "There
were a lot of the little, minor details
who are afraid to show their
that had to be worked out."
support that are afraid of blowing
Milgram has already begun to their own cover."
"Surprising ly, many peop le
assist Parker in his duties. Hebecame
involved in Stu-A through working don 't have trouble accepting you as
with S.O.B. and with Johnson homosexual on a personal level,"
Commons. "He was one of the first- said Brown. "It made all my fea rs
year students who was reall y seem kind of ridiculous. I mean,
interested in hel ping out with who wa s I staying in the closet for
events," said Parker. "I think he's a anyway?"
"[Coming Out Week is about]
great person to work with."
"[Milgram] really wanted to get asking people to re-evaluate their
involved," said Hi ggins. "Already stereotypes and accept gays, lesbihe'sjumped inand helped outexec." ans and bisexuals as their friends
"I just like to get involved," said and families," said Brown.Q
Milgram. "I think [Parker] is a good
guy an d he's got a lot of good ideas."
"Things are going a lot more
smoothly," said Parker. "We had a continued frompage 9
great successful cafe night last week. constructive manner. So many
We're getting st udents back to the people gripe in private, but no one
seems to want to put their words in
Student Center."
The next thing we're doing now print.
Did Stu-A put forth a plan that
is Jimmy Cliff," said Parker. 'We've
got all the details worked out and you are happy with, or are you sti l
we're ready to go. Everything is looking for something? It is Octoworking smoothly again and there ber. Voice your opinions now or
don 't complain in May.Q
are no problems."Q
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Football
(0-2)

Williams 10 Colby 6
Middlebury 24 Colby 2 ;

10/6 vs. U. Maine
Farmington @ 3:30
p.m.
10/10 vs. Clark ® 1:30
p.m.
10/14 at Thomas @ 3:30
p.m.

Saturday's stars:
Rich Wagenknecht '94,
NG
19 tackles, 11 solo
4 sacks
Matt Mannering '95, QB
10-16 passing
198 yds,2 TDs

Women's
Soccer (5-2)

Other NESCAC scores
(10/3):

Bowdoin 41 Amhers t 0
Tuf ts 42 Bates 12

Colby 4 Wheaton 0
Amherst 5 Colby 1

Williams 40 Trinity 33
Hamilton 24 Wesleyan 14

10/7 at Bowdoin @ 3:30
10/10 vs. Clark @ 11 a.m.
10/14 vs. Plymouth State
@ 3:30 p.m.

NESCAC Standings:

Amherst: 0-2
Bates: 0-2
Bowdoin: 1-1
Colby: 0-2
Hamilton: 2-0
Middlebury: 2-0
Trinity: 1-1
Tufts: 1-1
Wesleyan: 1-1
Williams: 2-0

Next game:
10/9 vs. Wesleyan @ 1:3(
p.m.

1

Women s
Men s
Soccer (6-1) Cross
Colby1 U. So. Maine O
Country
Colby 2 Wheaton 1

10/3 Colby wins Smith
College Homecoming
Invitational
Colby 34, Bates 35,
Mount Holyoke 61,
Smith 102

Colby's top five runners:
2. (overall) Michelle
Severance '94,
19:19
4. Susan Hale '95, 19:52
7. Jennifer Hartshorn '94
20:17
10. Beth Timm '95, 20:29
11. Lenia Ascenso '95,
20:43
10/10 MAIAW at U. of
Southern Maine @
12 p.m.

Men's Cross Women s
Field
Country
10/17 State Meet at U.
Hockey
Southern Maine @
12 p.m.

t
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10/3 vs. Wheaton @ 1:30
p.m.
10/4 vs. Amherst @ 12
p.m.
10/10 vs. Nichols ® 3
p.m.
10/11 vs. Williams ® 12
P-m-

TENNIS

continued f r ompage 15

photo by Yuhga Yamaguck
This week's Devastator is the first to come from a l6sing cause,
yet Colby football nose guard Rich "Wags" Wagenknecht '94 gave
a winningeffort against the Middlebury College Panthers on Parents'
Weekend.
Wags registered 19 tackles, including 11 solos, and sacked the
Panther quarterback four times. Although the Mules were stunned
24-23 in the closing minutes, Wags kept pressure on the Panther
offense all day, for which ho was also voted NESCACco-defensive
player of the week.
Keep on hitthV Richll!

cruised,6-3,6-3, in the first doubles
match. LaVigne and Kleinman did
the same, 6-0, 6-4.
"The doubles teams have been
the strength of our team this year,"
said Illig.
Colby travelled to Orono on
Sept. 30 to face the University of
Maine. Colby returned to the Hill
with a 6-1 victory. The match belonged to Colby after the singles
competition so, due to the severe
cold and wind, only third doubles
played a doubles match,which they
won 8-3 in a pro-set.
LaVigne led the singles wi nners
who,despite being down 0-5 in the
second sot, rallied to win 6-4, 7-5.
Marum crushed her opponent
without yielding a single game in
the two sets. Buffum won a marathon match at number six singles 46,7-5,6-4.
The Mules faced Bowdoin College, to whom they lost 9-0 earlier
in the season,on Tuesday, and will
travel to the University of New
Hampshire on Oct. 15.
"Both of those should be close,"
said Illig. "We're trying hard not to
ride too high after our easy victories and trying not to sink loo low
after Amhcrst. Q

Women's
Women's
Tennis (3-4) Volleyball
Colby 6 U. Maine 1
(9-1)
Colby 6 Wheaton 0
Amherst 9 Colby 0

AH home games will beat
the Gilman Street School in
Waterville.

10/6 vs. Bowdoin @ 3:30
p.m.
10/10 vs. Alumnae @ 12
p.m.

Colby wins Thomas
College Tournament

Golf

Colby wins Bowdoin
Invitational
Bowdoin d. Colby, 15-6 ,
15-12
Colby d. Westbrook, 15-

Colby 679 (19th) at Duke
Nelson Inv.
Colby 447 (2nd) in CBB
Bill Higgins '93; 85
And y Norman '96; 85
Jack Higgins '93;. 86
Rob Carbone '93; 93
Brian Dusza '96; 93
10/13 at Bates ® 12 p.m.

0,15-8

Colby d. St. Joseph's, 11
15, 15-7, 15-10,15-9
10/9-10 U.Maine
Farmington
Tournament @ 5
p.m ., 9 p.m .
10/14 vs:u. New
Hampshire @ 6
p.m .

Men's "B"
Soccer

10/7 vs. Bowdoin @ 3:30
p.m.
10/10 vs. Tabor
Academy @ 10
a.rrL
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PRE-LAUNDERED
Made in U.S.A.
QN SALE NOW

Choose your B.D. Baggies from our
large assortment of solids and stripes in all cotton
oxford; pure and simple and now already broken in.
Solid Colors
Reg. $38.00

$29 "

Stripes
Reg. $42.00

$34*
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Downtown Water vWe
Where Colby friends meet.
Ludy '21 Pncy '27 Howard '46
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Carbone '93 also had their .scores recorded,
93 and 96 respectively.
The White Mules will travel to Bates on
Oct. 13 for a rematch against their rivals.
(T.D.)

Unlucky eight

Seven is the Colby women's volleyball
team's lucky number, not eight. Colby had
previously compiled a scratch-proof 7-0
record until it met the Polar Bears of Bowdoin
College in its eighth match of the season.
Unlike its first meeting of the year, Colby's
youthful squad struggled and was defeated
15-6; 15-12.
"Ouryouth was a factor,"saidHead Coach
SheliaCain."Despitehavingbeaten Bowdoin
just four days before, we did not play with
confidence. We played to avd losing instead
of playing to win. But we are young and will
learn from that mistake."
The Mules channeled their frustration
from the Bowdoin defeat to shut out a surprised Westbrook College team in the first
game of the following match. Colby finished
off the match, and Westbrook, with a 15-8
victory in the final game.
"WeweremadaboutthelosstoBowdoin,"
said Cain. "The Westbrook game helped us
workout some problems that we had at the
Bowdoin match."
Problems continued in the first game
against St. Joseph's College last Friday. A
tentative start found the Mules down 11-15,
which was "probably due to the loss to
Bowdoin," according to Cain. Fortunately,
Colby was able to regroup and win the next
three games,taking the match 15-7,15-10,159. (CD.)

Nothing like a
little "R and B"

At least we
beat Bowdoin

The women's cross country team ended a
two-weekrestwithan encouragingone-point
TheColby golf teamcontinued to struggle, win over the Bates College Bobcats at Smith
but underachieved as the White Mules fin- College lastSatuiday,Oct.3.TheMules'total
ished second in the annual CBB tournament of 34 (for the top five runners) nipped the
at windy Bowdoin College on Monday, Oct. Bobcats (35), while Mt. Holyoke College's 61
points earned itself a third-place finish over
5.
the
demoralized host Smith, which finished
"It was a disappointing effort,"said Captain Jack Higgins '93. "1 am not going to with 102 points.
Colby was led, as usual,by Michelle Sevcandycoat it for you. We didn't play as well
erance '94, the second-overall runner with a
as we should have."
All threeteams sent seven players to the time of 19:19. Severance was nearly a minute
one-day event, and the top five scores were off her usual pacebecause "she felt under the
taken as the team score. Bates College won weather from the sickness going around,"
handily by a score of 428. Colby was a distant said Coach Deb Aitken.
Also posting strong times for the Mules
second with 447, four strokes ahead of
Bowdoin in last place. The best round of the were transfer Susan Hale '95 (19:52, fourth
day went to Randy Jones of Bates with an 80. place),Jennifer Hartshorn'94 (20:17,seventh),
"We haven't had a real strong season," Beth Timm '95 (20:29, tenth) and Lenia
said veteran Coach Sid Farr-. "We've got Ascenso '95 ( 20:43, eleventh).
With the Maine State Championships
enoughgood players so that if wekeep working, things will hopefully come together
soon."
Bill Higgins '93 and
Adam Norman '96
(PGA Greg's . younger
brother) led the way,
each with 85s. Jack
Higgins shot the second
best score with an 86.
Brian Dusza '96 and Rob

coming up this weekend, it is important to
come up with a good showing against Bates;
according to Aitken,who isresigned to a win
by Bowdoin College. "We'll be battling Bates
all the way," said Aitken. "They're out for
blood." (J.W.)

Finally, the
ball bounces

Basketballs will bounce in the fieldhouse
for the first time since August. Colby is finally
going to receive a replacement basketball
floor on Tuesday, Oct. 13.Although the portable floor donated by the Universityof Maine
at Presque Isle will be ready for use,the gym
itself will not.
The floor will be placed in the fieldhouse
for two weekswhile workers continue to take
care of damage done to the roof and ceiling in
the gym area. As a result", two tennis courts
"are impacted by the move, although arrangements have been made for hours at
Champions," said Athletic Director Dick
Whitmore.
The basketball court will be' open to the
public during certain hours, which will be
posted, while it will be accessible only to.the
basketball teams at other times: (J.W.)

Jost Arrived
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Shipment of flannel lined
nylon sweats by Russe» Athletic
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Green

$51.95
Embroidery Available ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ " ¦ II
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Great selection of light
hiking boots for min
and women
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OCLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
453-9756
Main Street Fairfield
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WELCOME BACK GRADS ...COME
IN AND SAY HELLO.
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photo courtesy of Voscar the Maine Photographer,Presque Isle,Ma ine
The temporary basketball floor, seen here at University of
Maine at Presque Isle, will be installed in the f ieldhouse on
Tuesday, Oct. 13.
.
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Middlebury rains Mules' weekend

Brad Smith '95 tries to bust through the Middlebury defense.

TheColbymm?$soccer teamhad a .record of 6-1 afterbeating :

1 WheatonColfcgeIaet$atttitfay^0ci.&

itt Division III and ia tanked iii the top ten*The team will almost :
surely j Hikethe East Coast AthleticConferencefl£CAC|
play-offs ]
Bi»
I and>esmott$tywnsideredlwa ^j dmihet»ati^naisr
theyaT«
testily
is
no
rational
reason :
nationals,
not eligible for the
liter*
why*
Perhaps Colby and the other New England Small College
[ Athletic ConferenceCNESCACj sdtiools are dedicated to the
academic arena and truly believein the idea of a student athlete,
and f eel a trir* to the nationals would undermine a stodenfs ,:
pHonties.
i
l dOnr t think$a-i3yppo9^16absojn <IolIeger a9chaol w!th
similar caliberathletics:agd academicsas Colby,docs not believe
ii
maesdemicsf i e ,i since
it ' end*its #occ«raodbasfei^baU teams to
the DivisionIII nationals*Babson Isa highlyrespectedschool that
attractssomeof thefinest scholarsin the Northeast In no way is
its tftt&ftij te credibility qt»«$tfai*ed b^c^se ft $e0ds* f a finest j
athl«tes to compete with the best.
Maybe Colby does not have the talentto playin the nationals, j
!don 't thinkso. Using:Babson asan example/ we can see thatthis ]
te nnta valid answer;C<>lbybeat #ab$n« by34pointsIn the W0« \
$1 ECAC basketball finals. CqJfby ntvna. «hampionship game
which is supposed to bring together the two best team*in the
HCACThemul year,with essentially the same team, Babson got
A bad to pjfoy in tbfe ftivfoioft Xtt natiortotebecawsethey Were not
handcolffedbytheatii^hryNESCAQwhichrestrictsColby
from
s
par
ticipating
i
Thereis nn question the X990*$t Colbyteanv withits two All-

Aiftttitftn* would %*w been tifttftpfctitiw at the aattanAl level*
Anotherexompleisthei990rnen'a soccerteam.whichWentintOthe
postseason undefeated* It might not have won a national
thK}^
championship,but the
team could havebeen competitive.
lii^0t>$i^)|« th^
»t* n^ ^^j fof ^ »^0tf«l <rhst»jprt0«$rli^
In Division tit where thereare no #chola«shi atMetea m<t the s i
^
competition is not as cutthroat.But it is not probable.
Competition
in it national championship can twite a eawpw««d KnsMl school ¦:
^pirtt ttJttWAtetied by^iK^CAC bid*^ur^ewn0i^it8jv*$j)«ee«tive '
rw student athler**ttf tr^jtheir hardest%\icfcJcveVgeat Be%
considered the best in the.nation is nioremeaningful
s than being .
"
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extra point.
Middlebury came right back
and scored, taking a 7-6 lead on a
four-yard run by Matt Whitcomb.
The Panthers struck again when
McCarthyfumbled on the Colby5yard line. Whitcomb's second
touchdown gave Middlebury a 146 lead.
At this point, Coach Tom Austin elected to replace a slumping
Ward, who had tossed two interceptions, with sophomore Matt
Mannering. On his second series
Mannering brought Colby to the
24-yardline where Jordan was able
to will a dubious 41-yard field goal
over the cross bar.
"Ward was struggling a little
bit,"said Austin,who has a history
of tinkering with quarterbacks until he feels the offense is running
smoothly. After a disagreement
ty
cina
0
Wertheim
over
how Austin was handling the
P^
quarterbacking duties, Ward later
decided to quit the team.
BY JAC COYNE
The Mules and Mannering
Contributing Writer
started the second half with a bang
^¦¦Bn ^nBaMHi ^HMBa ^HaHBaMHfHnnnM aiMnB
on the opening series. Mannering
threw a pea to Steve Hatch '93 who
Colby parents watched a game weaved his way to an 80-yard
marred by penalties and turnovers touchdown jaunt,puttingColbyup
last Saturday, Oct. 3. The Mules (0- 15-14 after Jordan's failed extra2) ended up with a 24-23 loss to the point.
Middlebury Panthers, and continColby got the ball back with
ued down a slide started by a Shawn Redburn '96's interception,
heartbreaking 10-6 loss at Williams but an embarrassing series of four
College two weeksago.
penalties and a sack culminated in
Colby's offense continually a tragic second down and 58,highwounded itself on Saturday with a lighting the Mules' day of futility.
ridiculous amount of penalties and "That was disappointing," said
untimely turnovers, which put the Austin. "We lost our focus and our
burden on a defense that played composure."
heroically all day.
In the meantime, Mannering,
The anchor for the Mules' de- who ended the day 10-16 with 198
fense was Rich Wagenknecht '94 yards passing, struck again with a
whohadllsolotacklesand4sacks, 42-yard floater to wideout Chris
garnering himself the honor of Fossella '95.
NESCAC co-defensiveplayerof the
Mannering scrambled to elude
week.
Panther defenders and then lofted
Colby got on the board first with the ball to a wide open Fossella,
strong special teams play.
putting Colby in the lead. After
After Bob Ward '93's intercep- Mannering's crafty two-point contion,the White Mule defenseforced version, it was Colby 23, MiddleMiddlebury to punt after three bury 14.
This was the last time the White
plays.Busting throughthe line,end
Jim Zadrozny '95 put a hand on the Mules scored, while Middlebury
punt and slapped it into the hands banged out 10 unanswered points
of corner Tim Merrigan "93.
capped off by a 28-yard field goal
Merrigan broke tackles and gal- with 2:09 remaining in the game.
loped into the end zone with a 31'Too many technical errors,"
yard touchdown. Kicker John Jor- said Austin. "We had 111 penalty
dan '94, who had an up and down yardsi, 5 turnovers and a blocked
game, was unable to convert the punt."Q

Tennis
sinks below .500
BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
StaffWriter
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Colby women's varsity tennis
team's record may have sunk below .500 this weekend to 3-4against
a superior Amherst College squad,
but its spirits remain undaunted.
"The enthusiasm level is really
high," said Coach John IJlig. "Everyone is playing for the benefit of
the team. Our camaraderie is excellent."
Camaraderie,however, was not
enough to beat Amherst last Sunday, Oct.4. Every single member of
Mules tennis learned this lesson
when they were out in the cold
alone. Amherst swept them 9-0.
"We're used to the good competition," said Illig. "Amherst is
vying for top ranking in New England." We knew they would be
strong and we still played well.
Nobody let down or got discouraged."
Kate LaVigne 95 was denied
her fourth win of the season at the
number one singles slot and fell 06, 3-6 to Kristin Coccaro of Amherst. Rachel Kleinman '96 lost 2-6,
4-6 to Julie Kisenstein in the num-;
ber two match up, despitebeing up
4-3 in the second set .
Reena Chandra '93, playing in
Colby's number four position,had
a set point but could not hold on
and was defeated 6-7, 1-6. Courtney Marum '96, Kim Carlson '93
and Tina Buf fum '93also lost tough
matches.
Thedoubles team of Marum and
Carlson suffered its first defeat of
the season after going 5-0 without
losing a single set.
Last Saturday, however, the
Mules defeated Wheaton College
6-0 in what Illig described as a
"routine match."Colby dominated
from start to finish the only four
players that Wheaton brought and
did not give up a single set.
All the top four singles players
won handily as did the doubles
teams. Chandra and Buffum
TENNIS continued on p age 13
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O Brien
feels like
he never left
By BRIAN O'HALLORAN
StaffWriter

Colby rugby coach John O'Brien
'92 did not expect to be back on
campus this year after graduating
last May. Like many people from
his graduating class, John was still
looking for a job this September.
He came back to Colby this fall
from his home in Lewiston, Maine
to use the resources at Career Services to aid him in his job search.
While here, he landed a job at his
alma mater as coach of the men's
and women's ru gby teams.
O'Brien, a rugby player for three
years while an undergraduate, was
asked by Director of Club Sports
Gerry McDowell to coach the teams.
The request came in early September, just after classes had started .
"I just went down to talk to
Gerr y , and he told me that they
were still lookin g for a coach," said
O'Brien. "He offered me the job
right there. 1talked to the team, as
well as Gerry, and decided to take
it."
One of O'Brien's first concerns
was player reaction to a recent
graduate, and for some, a former
teammate, being their coach. "I
think the [men's] team was pessimistic at first," said O'Brien."They
did n't know what type of coach I'd
be, or whether I'd be disciplined or
not. But by being devoted and enthusiastic I think I've earned their
respect."
O'Brien's former teammates are
happy with their new coach. "I
t h i n k it 's great that he's coaching us
because when he played he was
always dedicated, hard working
and really gung-ho toward conditioning, and that's extended to his
coaching," said Jeff Kosc '93, club
vice-president. "We respected his
work ethic as a player, and it's the
same thing now that he's coach."
The rookie coach has been successful with the men's team which,
despite a hard-fought and tight 3-0
loss to Bowdoin College last Saturday, is enjoying one of its best seasons ever.
Success is even more pronounced on the women's side,
where the team has yet to give up a
point, blasting its first two oppo-
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nents,University of MaineatOrono
and Bates College, 39 and 36 to 0.
"Coaching the women's team
hasbeen a great experience for me,"
said O'Brien. "Before [coaching the
team] I had no idea about women's
athletics. They can do anything the
guys can do, and this team is as
talented if not more so than the
men's." The players have nothing
but good things to say about their
coach. .
"Although it's a little odd because a lot of people on the team are
friends with him,he's good because
he always knows what's up with
everyone," said President Kerry
Lemerise '93. "He's very even-par
with everyone, and not at all like
your typical coach."
"He's very supportive,but definitely makes us work," said forwards'captain Beth Curran '93. "He
intera cts well with the cap t a in s a nd
takes what they say into consideration. We're really grateful beca me
back t o hel p us out."
O'Brien has already decided he
will not be back to coach in the
spring, electing instead to pursue a
career in the business world. If he
can manage to translate his success
as rugby coach here at Colby to the
world of business,he will cert ai nly
have no problem making the transition from college life to "the real
world." ?

Men rollin g af t er perfect weekend
BY DEREK PLUNKETT
Contributing Writer

The Colby soccer team added
even more wins to its impressive
season last week.The Mules edged
out the University of Southern
Maine 1-0, and on Saturday, Oct. 3
they impressed a large crowd of
parents and students by topping
Wheaton College in a 2-1 overtime
victory. The Mules now hold a
record of 6-1.
On Wednesday, Sept. 30 the
team headed south to take on the
Huskies of Southern Maine. Colby
was trying to bounce back from its
first defeat of the seasonat the hands
of Tufts University. The Mules
broke a scoreless game late in the
first half when Robin Ottaway '95
scored on a corner kick.
Ottaway's thirty-yard blast into
the upper left corner of the goal was
all the Mules needed to win the
game. The defense held off the
Huskies' attack and Colby held on
to win 1-0. "We outplayed them
and controlled the game," said
Ottaway. "Once I scored, our defense took over to preserve the
lead."
Parents and students crowded
the soccer field forthegameagainst
Wheaton. TheMulesdid not disappoint as they came out on top after
a two hour defensive battle.
Wheaton jumped out to a 1-0
lead in the first half, but Colby
quickly respond ed. Captain Rod
Corey '93 scored on a penalty shot
after a Wheaton player was called
for a hand ball. From that point on
the Mules controlled the pace of the

game and kept the ball on the Lanagan, Brian Pompeo and
Wheaton side of the field,although Ottaway, and goalkeeper Caleb
they could not capitalize on their Mason are all sophomores. This
scoring opportunities.
tandem has allowed only five goals
"We thought the game should in seven games and have recorded
have been over at the end of regula- three shutouts.
tion because we dominated the
"Everyone's been surprised at
game," said Mike McCarthy '95. how well we've come together as a
"We just couldn't put the ball in the unit," said Ottaway. "We can only
net."
Regu1a t i o n
ended in a
tie, and
the ga me
looked as
if it would
end with a
1-1 score
until McCa r t h y
scored ori
an indirect
kick with
nine minutes left in
overtime.
The Mules
defense
held off
Wheaton
for the remainder of
the game to
capture
thei r six th
victory of
the season.
T h e
solid b a ll
control and
V»olo by Cina mnheim
defensive Rod Corey '93 in Saturday 's
p lay has game against Wheaton College
been the key to Colby's strong start. get better in the next two years."Q
The three defensive fullbacks, Bill

Women can t get going against Amherst
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The Lady Mules dominated in the
game against Wheaton on Saturday.

BY TYLER DUVALL
StaffWriter

A slow start and a failure to
convert excellent scoring opportunities cost the Colby women's soccer team (5-2) a chance to go unde-
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p hoto byYuhgo Yamaguchl

feated on Parents Weekend. Amherst College defeated the White
Mules 5-1 last Sunday, following a
4-0 White Mule defeat of Wheaton
College on Saturday.
"We just took too long to adjust,"sa id Coach Carol Anne Beach.

We started the game as if we were of theafternoon. Megan Fitzpatrick
playing a mediocre team."
'94's shot was deflected by the AmAmherst's Lord Jeffs scored im- herst keeper and Captain Pam Cremediately off a cross from the right base '93 put in the rebound.
wing. The opposing forward then
The previous day was an ..ensettled and fired a shot past goalie tirely different story. Colby easily
Alison Lutz '95just one minute into handled a mediocre Wheaton club
the game. Amherst scored again 4-0. Although the White Mules
ju st minutes later when a long dominated from the outset, they
throw-in landed in the box and was were unable to score in the first 35
volleyed in by another Lord Jeff minutes. Then the floodgates
striker.
opened and Colby scored three
"Wedidn't make the mental ad- goals in the final eight minutes.
justments after playing a weak team
Glair Pagnano'96scored thefirst
on Saturday and then a dramati- goal with a shot over the Wheaton
cally better team the next day,"said keeper's head off an assist from
Beach.
Alyssa Bensetlcr '95. Tara Estra '94
The second half,however,was a put in the second goal when she
different story as Colby controlled headed an indirect kick just minthe midfield. Led by Captain Katy utes later, and Kaitlin Graham '96
Donovan '93, the Mules played added one as well.
Amherst evenly the rest of the way,
"Wc just wore Wheaton down,"
and had several wide open scoring said Beach. 'We basically domiopportunities that were unsuccess- nated from the beginning, but it
ful.
took a while for us to get ahead."
"We played much better in the
Colby travelled to Bowdoin
second half," said Sarah Eustis '96. College on Wednesday, Oct. 7 to
"It took us a while to got into the face a team that defeated Amherst
flow of the game,but once wc did I 1-0. "Amherst was a good preparathought we were as good they tion for tho Bowdoin game/' said
were."
Beach. "If wocanmakc adjustments
Finally, with ten minutes left in early wc should be all right." Q
thegamc,Colby scored itsonlygoal

